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The big white tiger was forced to sleep for more than twenty hours, and it had not eaten during its sleep.

At this time, its stomach was so hungry that it was growling, and its mood was even more agitated.

It went into the forest to hunt and killed indiscriminately.

After eating, it continued to walk in the forest, wanting to familiarize itself with this strange environment.

This place looks good, perhaps it can be a king here.

In this forest, it should be able to quickly forget the trauma that the terrifying female upright ape brought to it.

As it walked, it suddenly smelled the scent of a human.

In this human aura, it faintly smelled a familiar aura.

The moment she smelled that aura, its lower body started to feel an illusionary pain

Unsure, smell again.

On the other side.

Brielle and the others continued to walk forward.

Perhaps because they had seen how powerful Brielle was, no one dared to find trouble with her.

Even Jebl kept avoiding Brielle.

For the whole day, Jebl was in a particularly bad mood.

None of the people following him dared to take the initiative to talk to him: Even the Deadie dared not approach him and was

afraid that he would be angry.

Jebl cursed from time to time as he walked.

“F*ck! Damn that Brielle!”

“Damn that Oscusian!”

“I will teach you a lesson! You won’t be arrogant for long!”

In the evening, a voice suddenly came from his earphone. “Jebl, the big white tiger has been released. It has been playing in the

forest for a few hours. Now it is finally coming to you. It is less than five kilometers away from you. With its speed, it will soon be

in front of you.”

“Brielle is about two kilometers to the left of you. You can go find her now. The big white tiger will take the initiative to approach

when it smells human.”

“When you find Brielle, the big white tiger will almost find you. Let her see the power of the big white tiger and let her see your

strength!”

Jebl suddenly stopped in his tracks and reached out to hold the hairless earphone beside his left ear.

Other people’s earpieces only had a translation function.

However, his earphone had an additional call function.

The person on the other side could communicate with him through the earphone.

In order to prevent others from discovering his difference, this headset only had a one–sided communication function. The sound

receiver system on his side had been damaged; so he could only receive and not transmit.

Seeing that Jebl had stopped. Deadie hurriedly asked, “Jebl, why are you not leaving?”

Jebl suppressed the excitement in his heart and sneered, “Go find Brielle!”

When Deadic heard Brielle’s name, he couldn’t help but shiver.

When he thought about how Fukuyu had been shot in the lower body by three arrows, his hairs stood on end.

Fukuyu insulted Tana, and Brielle shot his lower body.

He indirectly killed Maen, would Brielle let him go?

After Fukuyu was attacked, Jebl did not protect Fukuyu, but gave up on him.

When he was avenged by Brielle, Jebl would definitely give up on him!

Therefore, he couldn’t wait to be eight thousand miles away from Brielle. He didn’t want to go and find Brielle.

“That Brielle is fierce, and she has a bow and arrow in her hand. We can’t get close to her, so we shouldn’t provoke her.

Otherwise, we will suffer a loss…”

Deadie carefully advised.

He didn’t want to go to Brielle, and he didn’t dare to offend Jebl. He could only lower his posture to persuade him.

He hoped that Jebl would be rational and not take the initiative to provoke Brielle, that extremely arrogant madman.

Jebl said arrogantly, “Humph, with me here, what are you afraid of?”

“No matter how powerful she is, she is not as powerful as me!”

Deadie said with a flattering smile, “Yes, yes, yes. You are right. You are the most powerful. If you fight alone, Brielle will

definitely not be your opponent.”

“But the key is that she is sinister and cunning. She has a long–range attack weapon. If we go to her, we will be easily hurt by

her despicable means!”

He really wanted to say that he was so powerful, but he did not save Fukuyu.

Fukuyu was his most loyal dog. He even gave him the katana he won, but he still did not save Fukuyu.

Deadic was now very worried about his own life.

Jebl said, “This time, I am completely confident that I can make her kneel and beg for mercy!”

Deadie was curious. Why was Jebl suddenly so confident?

But before he could ask, Jebl glared at him. “Cut the crap and just follow me!”

Deadie could only close his mouth and follow behind him to find Brielle.

The others did not dare to provoke Brielle, but since Jebl had spoken, they did not dare to disobey.

At this time, Brielle and the others were still rushing through the forest.

Because Lov and Tana were both injured, she had no choice but to reduce her speed.

After walking for a while, seeing that the sky was starting to darken, Brielle prepared to find some prey and find a place to

camp.

At this moment, a group of people suddenly walked in front of her.

Brielle looked up and saw Jebl with a provocative expression and a group of people walking in her direction.

Without saying a word, Brielle directly took the bow and arrow from behind her, pulled the bow and arrows, and aimed them at

Jebl.

Jebl’s face changed, and he quickly hid behind the tree.

The rest also hid behind the tree as fast as possible.

Especially Deadie, who ran the fastest.

“Fuck!” “Brielle, you are too rude. I didn’t do anything, but you attacked me. Are all your Oscusian so barbaric”

Jebl was so angry that he almost went crazy.

He originally wanted to stand in front of Brielle and look down at her, ridicule her, and then give her a chance as if he was giving

charity. He asked her to kneel down and apologize, begging him to protect her.

But she was too arrogant. He couldn’t even get close to her and was forced to hide by her. In an instant, he lost all his

momentum.

The entire world was watching, and he had lost a lot of face!

The more Jebl thought about it, the angrier he became, and his face twisted fiercely.

He swore in his heart that when the big white tiger came, he would definitely ask Brielle to kowtow a few times before he would

save her!

Brielle said angrily, “Is your mouth and anus reversed? Why are your words so disgusting?”

“I am neither a political figure nor a diplomat. I can’t represent Oscus!”

“I’m violent and lacking in manners. It’s my personal problem. Don’t fucking bring the entire Oscus along!”

[Sister E, she’s really… I’m crying to death… She still doesn’t forget to clarify for Oscusian at a time like this. She deserves so

many people to like her!]

[Even if Sister E is violent and lacking in manners, I still like her!]

[I’m really dying of laughter. Sister E only acted after others attacked her. How can this be considered violent? Sister E’s temper

is clearly very good! When it comes to violence, those who take the initiative to stir things up are called violence, alright? Don’t

say that she’s violent just because she’s powerful and can always beat up those who stir things up.]

[That’s right, Sister E is very principled, much more disgusting than Widian!]

When Jebl heard Brielle’s words, he was so angry that he didn’t know how to reply.

At this moment, he heard a fierce beast roar that made people’s hair stand on end.

“Roar —”

The moment this cry came out, everyone’s expressions changed, and their faces revealed expressions of panic and

nervousness.

Such a deep cry, even after the cry came out, the ground shook slightly, and a few leaves fell from the trees. Just from the

sound, one could tell that the beast this time was not an ordinary thing!

This was not something they could deal with!

The group of people following Jebl looked at Jebl nervously and said in a trembling voice,

“Jebl, are we still not leaving? There are very fierce beasts approaching us. We can still run now, let the beasts deal with Brielle,

and we will take the opportunity to escape!”
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